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 THE CRUISING
 CONTROVERSY
 William Friedkin vs.

 the Gay Community
 by Edward Guthmann

 Last summer's demonstrations during the production of Cruis-
 ing in New York, and nationwide protests of its release this
 spring, reflect the growing political power of America's
 homosexual community. What impact did the protests have on
 Friedkin's film and on future Hollywood portrayals of gay life?
 Were the protests actually counterproductive, serving only to
 publicize the film? What are the First Amendment dilemmas
 posed by such protests? The following article examines these
 and other issues raised by the Cruising controversy.

 i

 February, 1974. William Friedkin's The Exorcist is play-
 ing nationally when a story runs in Rolling Stone on Ron
 Nagle, the sound technician responsible for those awful
 sounds coming from Linda Blair's mouth.

 Nagle recorded pigs screaming on their way to
 slaughter, trapped bees buzzing against the walls of a jar,
 his girlfriend's palate reacting to raw egg whites, and his
 dogs, forced into a fight, for The Exorcist. Friedkin, as
 Nagle tells it, loved the effect, and encouraged Nagle to
 amplify it; Nagle thought it should be more subtle. "It's
 too loud, too corny," he complained.

 "Nothing," Friedkin informed him, "is too corny for
 me."

 Fall, 1975. Friedkin, speaking to a film class at Man-
 hattan's New School, describes his habit of researching
 his movies firsthand, and recalls going to the Meat Rack,
 an outdoor sex spot on Fire Island, as a preliminary to
 filming The Boys in the Band in 1969.

 "It's a gigantic pit," he tells the crowd, "with 200 to
 300 guys in daisy-chain, balling each other in the ass.
 One guy got real close to me. He said" - and here Fried-
 kin affects a lisp and a limp wrist - " 'I think you're cute.'
 1 turned around and got out of there as quick as my legs
 would take me."
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 One of the people in the audience is gay activist
 Arthur Bell, a Village Voice reporter. "No wonder your
 movie was so lousy!" he cries.

 Spring, 1979. Friedkin announces plans to shoot
 Cruising , his second major feature with a homosexual
 theme, on the streets of Greenwich Village. Bell, still
 smarting from Friedkin's New School flap, and bristling
 at the thought of another Friedkin distortion of gay life,
 writes about the above story in a Voice column, and he
 warns against what "promises to be the most oppressive,
 ugly, bigoted look at homosexuality ever presented on
 the screen, the worst possible nightmare of the most
 uptight straight, and a validation of Anita Bryant's hate
 campaign."

 The story of Cruising - adapted from a pulp 1970 novel
 by Gerald Walker, a New York Times Sunday Magazine
 editor - is that of a cop who searches throughout New
 York's gay S&M underground for a mass murderer who
 preys on homosexuals. The victims bear a resemblance to
 the young cop (played by Al Pacino), who acts as a decoy
 to trap the killer.

 Friedkin, Bell claims, "is not only playing with a keg of
 dynamite, he's throwing a match to it." Bell, both hated
 and adored - but always widely read - in New York's
 gay community, takes it one step further, and implores
 his readers "to give Friedkin and his production a terrible
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 New York City demonstration to protest the production of Cruising (photo by Bettye Lane)

 time if you spot them in your neighborhood . . . Owners
 of gay establishments would do well to tell Friedkin to
 fuck off when he comes around to film and exploit."

 Two weeks later, as many as six gay groups are mobi-
 lizing against Cruising . They block passage to Friedkin's
 waterfront production office, blow whistles to disrupt
 on-the-street filming, harass gay men working as extras
 with name-calling, intimidation, and anonymous tele-
 phone threats. Traffic is stopped on Seventh Avenue;
 both police and some protestors are injured.

 Friedkin responds in a New York magazine interview.
 "The very violence I am accused of provoking with Cruis-
 ing has already been provoked on the streets." In a feeble
 attempt to assuage his critics, he claims, "Cruising is no
 more about gays than Woody Allen's Manhattan is about
 New Yorkers. If anything, this film will alleviate the
 violence against gays in this country. I feel also that
 Cruising , in its portrayal of sexuality, will turn a lot of
 people on."

 "I feel like the Godfather of the gay movement," Bell
 says. "I put out a contract on Friedkin's movie and I feel
 confident that it can be stopped."

 February 15, 1980. Cruising isn't stopped. It opens
 across the country exactly on schedule. Gay groups,
 especially in New York and San Francisco, picket the
 movie theaters where Cruising opens, calling the film "a
 blueprint for the destruction of the homosexual
 community." Evoking memories of four murders follow-
 ing the showing of The Warriors one year before, the

 groups warn that the film will accelerate violence against
 gays, an already-growing urban problem. But pressure
 on United Artists, the film's distributor, to withhold it
 from release is unsuccessful. In San Francisco, vandalism
 at the tourist-oriented Ghirardelli Cinema results in

 Cruising being re-booked at a dingy Market Street cine-
 ma. Two weeks hence, Mayor Diane Feinstein sends
 United Artists a $130,450.03 bill for the heavy police
 protection attending Cruising' s San Francisco debut.

 May, 1980. Cruising has come and gone. There are no
 murders in its wake, no reports of gay-hating punk gangs
 swarming from theaters with Cruising- inspired venom.
 The picture is panned by most critics as "hopelessly
 garbled" and "ambiguous"- an "anti-climax," Andrew
 Sarris claims, in the wake of so much controversy and
 apprehension. At the box-office, it's a "ten-day wonder,"
 according to Hollywood observer and Village Voice col-
 umnist Stuart Byron. The advance publicity creates an
 initial rush at the theaters, but once word-of-mouth says
 it's a dog, people stop going. "U.S. rentals," Byron says,
 "will in my opinion be no more than $9 or $10 million.
 When you consider that the advertising, print and pub-
 licity costs were $6 million, you're talking of a return to
 Lorimar [the "mini-major" film company that produced
 Cruising after all the major studios nixed it] of $3 or $4
 million on a film that cost $8 or $10 million. The potential
 for revenues from the foreign market is slight, Byron
 says, and the chance for a TV sale is nil. "Around
 Lorimar, nobody mentions Cruising unless they have to."
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 II

 Cruising didn't carve its niche in film-as-art annals,
 and it lacked the incendiary powers that its detractors
 feared, but for many observers - both gay and straight -
 it has left its sting. The anti -Cruising movement was
 attacked as a flagrant violation of the First Amendment's
 free speech guarantees. The on-site harassment of Fried-
 kin's filming, and the occurrences of minor property
 destruction, could be tolerated by some civil libertarians,
 but what truly horrified them were demands on New
 York City Mayor Ed Koch to withdraw city permits for
 Friedkin's picture. All Hollywood films shot in New York
 receive free police protection, free location shooting per-
 mits, free sanitation and fire department services, and
 extended courtesies from the Mayor's Office of Motion
 Pictures and Television. Koch, a reliable adherent to the
 Bill of Rights, denied their demands, partly on principle,
 but also because of the huge revenues films bring to the
 city. Nancy Littlefield, Koch's movie scout, said last
 summer, "Anything that brings in $7 million is good for
 New York."

 John Rechy, a gay novelist living in Los Angeles,
 warned, in The Village Voice , that prior censorship of
 Cruising would "reach out to all other films and may
 ricochet. If the efforts to obstruct Cruising succeed," he
 asked, "might that not set the stage for anti-homosexual
 groups to squash pro-gay films?" Evoking the words of
 Thomas Paine, Rechy wrote, "He that would make his
 own liberty secure must guard even his enemy against
 opposition ... if he violates this duty, he establishes a
 precedent that will reach himself."

 Censorship wasn't the issue, the protestors cried. It
 was "self-defense." Arthur Bell called Cruising a "snuff
 film," "a message to go out and kill, murder and decapi-
 tate gays." No one, he said, "has a right to make a movie
 that is going to be responsible for the murder of my
 people." Ronald Gold, then media advisor for the
 National Gay Task Force, added, "We always play civil
 libertarian to a bunch of bigots who want the right to
 express their hatred of us. We're asking Hollywood to
 use the same system of self-censorship that it's used for
 other minority groups." And in San Francisco, Bill
 Kraus, the president of the Harvey Milk Gay Democratic
 Club, said, "It's absurd to argue the First Amendment in
 this case, because it presumes equality. There's no equal-
 ity as long as we haven't the power or the economic base
 that Hollywood has to make films on the scale of Cruis-
 ing. We haven't the means to respond in kind."

 None of these arguments persuaded the free speech
 advocates, though, and as I sit here weighing the pros
 and cons of the Cruising fury, I feel overwhelmed by the
 huge, apparently insoluble questions that Friedkin's film
 provoked. No matter how deeply one's sympathies run
 with the gays - and I am writing this as a homosexual and
 as a civil libertarian - how can one honorably defend the
 First Amendment without recognizing it as absolute?

 What justifies any group, however maligned, to claim
 themselves exempt from Constitutional imperatives?
 Nat Hentoff, writing in Inquiry magazine, drew parallels
 between the gays trying to stop Cruising and the Jews
 trying to blacklist actress Vanessa Redgrave (who played
 a concentration camp inmate in the upcoming TV special,
 Playing for Time). Hentoff spoke of "the baleful prece-

 dents" Greenwich Village community boards might have
 established, had their "prior consultation" demands
 been met regarding movies that film on their neighbor-
 hood streets. "Censorship," said Los Angeles Times col-
 umnist Phil Kerby, "is the strongest drive in human
 nature; sex, a weak second."

 Hadn't the Cruising foes, more specifically, made a
 tactical error by condemning the film before it had been
 seen? Without Friedkin's final print, were their "self-
 defense" arguments based on groundless hysteria or
 cautionary control? Many had read pirated copies of
 Friedkin's screenplay, based (loosely, he said) on Wal-
 ker's novel, and they were appalled by the lurid picture it
 painted of gay life. Richard Goldstein, in another Voice
 piece last summer, reprinted dialogue from the script -
 much of it eliminated from the film, in letter if not in
 spirit - which Goldstein called "as inauthentic as the
 movies Hollywood churned out about the hippies ten
 years ago." Friedkin, he said, "wouldn't know ordinary
 gay life if it hit him in the face . . . Sex between men is, for
 Friedkin, a prelude to combat."

 The protestors had also seen Friedkin's The Boys in the
 Band , a film that portrayed gays as gloomy, and suicidal,
 and bitchy, and immortalized by the line, "The only
 happy homosexual is a gay corpse." Boys was just one -
 but perhaps the most prominent - example of Holly-
 wood's long tradition of stereotyping gays as psycho-
 paths and nelly buffoons.

 Consider these factors - along with the anti-gay back-
 lash which has grown since Anita Bryant rode the range
 three years ago - and you've got the ingredients for a
 volatile, rigorously committed, self-righteous move-
 ment. To their adherents, they were "impassioned." To
 their critics, "shrill."

 But how could the protestors predict that Cruising
 would incite violence, or meet their worst expectations,
 after reading Friedkin's script? Don't all films go through
 tremendous changes between conception and comple-
 tion? And who, after all, has the right to judge a film's
 moral qualification? Were the protestors engaged in con-
 sciousness-raising, or alarmist intimidation, by seeking
 to impose their own orthodoxy on the public's right to
 see movies, and on the artist's right to make movies?
 Who did they propose make gay movies? Would
 homosexuals be freed from cinematic embarrassment if

 gay films could be made only by homosexuals? What
 about German director Rosa von Praunheim' s It Is Not the

 Homosexual Who Is Perverse but the Society In Which He
 Lives ? Von Praunheim is gay, but when he showed his
 picture at San Francisco's leftist Roxie Cinema, the gays
 in the audience vehemently trashed him for the grimness
 and pessimism of his vision. Similarly, when Andrew
 Holleran's Dancer from the Dance and Larry Kramer's Fag-
 gots, two "gay novels," were released in 1978, both wri-
 ters infuriated their peers with images of hedonistic,
 drugged, self-obsessed urban clones.

 As much as gays have cause to distrust heterosexual
 versions of their lives - the recent CBS television

 documentary, Gay Power and Politics, is perhaps the best
 example - what guarantee do they have that a gay per-
 son's self-portrait will be any more "positive"? And what
 certainty is there that no heterosexual can ever make an
 honest gay film? If only blacks were allowed to portray
 blacks, Roots and Sounder would never have been made.
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 Al Pacino (center) as the undercover cop in Cruising

 If only disabled people were allowed to portray paraple-
 gics, we would never have seen Coming Home . And with-
 out the extraordinary sensitivity of (heterosexual) Pene-
 lope Gilliatťs writing, there would have been no Sunday
 Bloody Sunday.

 Beyond the dubious motives of Friedkin, and produc-
 er Jerry Weintraub (who consistently took a sneering
 attitude toward his critics throughout the production),
 beyond Hollywood's homophobia, beyond the rhetoric
 of "survival," and the accumulated rage from centuries
 of homosexual oppression, there was still another
 powerful factor in the fear-mongering over Cruising : the
 nervous urge to deny the kinky corners of gay sexuality.
 Had Friedkin set out to make a film about gay political
 clout, or gay athletes, or the love affair between Jean
 Cocteau and Jean Marais, his project couldn't possibly
 have raised such a stink - even with the rallying cry of
 Arthur Bell. But Cruising wasn't about "respectable"
 homosexuals, and its peel-the-mystique look at S&M
 bars terrified gays who had worked so hard at winning
 and maintaining what little privilege they had.

 A lot of gays wish the sadomasochistic scene would
 remain deep in the closet; their distaste for it has been
 likened to heterosexual society's distaste for gay life in
 general. Who wouldn't be nervous about Cruising , with
 its "R" motion-picture rating, the shock value of S&M,
 and the potential given Friedkin' s penchant for the lurid
 and the "corny." Sadomasochism - with its connotations
 of torture, rape, and violence - is the most convenient

 tool available to anti-gay hysterics (who regularly ignore
 the prevalence of heterosexual S&M). (The recent CBS.
 documentary, broadcast on April 26th, went to out-
 rageous, distortive extremes, focusing on S&M "torture
 chambers," slave-and-master relationships, and public
 sex, to discredit San Francisco's gay community.)

 But is the fear of S&M reason enough to bury it? How
 realistic and beneficial is the impulse to deny a vital,
 though gravely misunderstood, part of gay life? By al-
 ways insisting on a "positive image" to show the straight
 world, aren't mainstream gays merely imitating heter-
 osexual lifestyles instead of celebrating the diversity and
 richness of their own? What is the virtue of presenting a
 boiled-down image of the harmless, upstanding Every-
 gay when there is no homosexual common denominator,
 when gays are, in fact, as complex and as varied as
 straights?

 Ill

 Friedkin, apart from enjoying the free publicity that
 the Cruising controversy gave his film, made obvious
 concessions to those who condemned his project. A dis-
 claimer stating that Cruising "is not intended as an indict-
 ment of the homosexual world" opens the film, and later,
 when Pacino goes undercover, his supervising officer
 (Paul Sorvino) tells him, "This is not the mainstream of
 gay life. It's heavy leather - S&M - a world unto itself."
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 William Friedkin at the Cruising press conference
 (photo by Bettye Lane)

 It's been widely suggested that Friedkin yielded to
 community pressure, that his final package was far
 tamer, and less inflammatory, than his original idea. In-
 deed, whatever anti-gay bias he carried into the project
 seems small next to his film's contempt for New York
 City police. Venal, bigoted, and unsparingly vicious, the
 cops in Cruising solicit blow jobs from drag queens, use
 every homophobic epithet in the book, and, in one key
 scene, stage a brutal rape in order to draw a confession
 from an innocent murder suspect.

 Nor does Friedkin dwell adoringly on blood and
 mayhem. The squishy violence that Cruising starts
 with - when the killer (Richard Cox) repeatedly stabs his
 first quarry during intercourse - tapers off considerably,
 and even at its worst can't match the throbbing, us-
 against-them exhiliration that made The Warriors so
 flammable. Because Cruising' s killer remains an enigma,
 we're never encouraged to like or romanticize him, or to
 accept his crimes as less than hideous. Similarly, his
 victims aren't shown as slimy or depraved, but, instead,
 are introduced fairly sympathetically.

 Not once during Cruising was I convinced that it could
 provoke a wave of violence against gays, or that it might
 provide "a blueprint for the destruction of the homosex-
 ual community." Friedkin even steps totally outside the
 leather world by introducing a blond, sweet-natured
 playwright (Don Scardino) as Pacino' s neighbor and con-
 fidante: a flip-side to the dark underbelly of gay terrain.
 For those who expected gargoyles and satyrs, pansies
 and lunatics, Friedkin made a surprising attempt to
 humanize his characters.

 I was startled, in fact, by the bar scenes in Cruising .
 Instead of menacing images of decadence, the festive,
 bacchanalian atmosphere in the bars seemed a bright

 contrast to popular notions that gay life is gloomy and
 desperate. As one heterosexual woman remarked to me
 during the film, "It's very alluring." Most of the men are
 engaged in some kind of activity with one another, be it
 sex, or dancing, or drinking and laughing. It could even
 be argued that these scenes are idealized , since most pick-
 up bars - gay and straight - afe characterized by the ner-
 vous, stand-and-stare activity that separates the wanter
 from the wanted.

 Lest it appear I am making a lonely plea for the under-
 rated virtues of Cruising , let me say that Friedkin's film
 has more than its share of flaws. Despite his fascination
 with the S&M world, Friedkin never attempts to under-
 stand the men who inhabit it. There's plenty of window
 dressing, and not enough soul, and the bar denizens
 remain icons without motive.

 No prizes will go to Friedkin's dialogue, either, which
 resembles á Jack Webb Dragnet nightmare at times. The
 most absurd conversation occurs in a Central Park scene,
 when Pacino lures the killer in a moonlit cruise.

 It goes something like this:
 "How big are you?"
 "Party size."
 "What are you into?"
 "I'll go anywhere."
 "Do me first."

 "Hips or lips?"
 "Go for it."

 At that point both men go for their knives, like cow-
 boys in a shootout. One can only laugh.

 But Cruising' s biggest offense is that it is vague, and
 murky, and absolutely rife with red herrings. The pre-
 sumed murderer in the film (who stabs his victims after
 enticing them with his deep, radio-announcer's voice,
 eyeshades, and studded leather), is revealed to be a
 Columbia University graduate student writing a thesis
 on American musical theater. A homophobe with a pas-
 sion for Broadway! But Friedkin fails to pursue this
 intriguing paradox. He even fails to reveal whether the
 killer is, himself, gay, or why, in any case, he is compelled
 to prey upon gays.

 Our only clue is in a brief flashback/dream, where the
 man's relationship with his father is given a weary Freud-
 ian interpretation. "Father," he says, "I never was able to
 please you, no matter how hard I tried." Misplaced
 aggression against Daddy? We never know, because
 Friedkin never explores it beyond one silly encounter.

 And why, if we are to believe Friedkin's claim, at a
 New York press conference for Cruising's opening, that
 the killer is not gay, does he show the man having sex
 with his first victim?

 Pacino's character is equally ill-defined. Is he turned
 on to the scene? Repelled? What does he mean when he
 tells his boss, "I can't take it any more?" And, most
 annoyingly, why does he (apparently) commit murder in
 the film's final moments? Has he assimilated the killer's

 personality, or grown to loathe homosexuals through
 this experience? Or has he discovered his own gayness,
 and can't deal with it?

 No one, apparently, can provide the answers to these
 questions. Friedkin surely can't. His press conference
 statements (though one must consider he was met by
 enormous hostility and name-calling) are comical, if not
 pathetic. Some examples:
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 "I myself was not sure whether there was one killer or
 more than one." "The violence in this movie is by a
 heterosexual killer." When he was asked how the killer
 could be a heterosexual if his semen was found in the first

 victim's rectum, he replied, "That's a difficult question.
 I'll have to think about that."

 Perhaps William Friedkin, the man so strongly con-
 demned as anti-gay, is less a villain, and more an incom-
 petent, than his critics suspect. "That Friedkin has made
 a tedious movie is too bad," wrote Geoffrey Stokes in the
 Voice. "That he lacks even the courage of his own bad
 convictions is shameful."

 IV

 But what's the upshot of Cruising ? What's it done to
 Hollywood's willingness to tackle more gay material?
 Will the studios be less apt to make homophobic films,
 now that the organizational power of homosexuals is
 known? Will they proceed with caution? Sensitivity?

 Not likely. Three films released on the heels of Cruising
 (American Gigolo , Nijinsky, and Serial ), and one released
 immediately before (Windows), have proven that dump-
 ing on gays is still one of Hollywood's liveliest sports. All
 these films were edited and finalized after the Cruising
 controversy, but their mean-spiritedness reveals Holly-
 wood's incredible resistance to change.

 Windows, a lesbian psycho-thriller, was the unfortun-
 ate directing debut of Gordon Willis (Woody Allen's cine-
 matographer on Interiors and Manhattan). Elizabeth
 Ashley stars as a lust-crazed woman whose passion for
 heterosexual Talia Shire leads her to hire a gang of men to
 rape and terrorize Talia, in hopes of turning her off men
 for good. Windows opened in New York, and four other
 cities, on January 18th, got terrible reviews ("the worm-
 iest of sexual melodramas") and plenty of picketing, and
 failed at the box office. On March 7th it opened nation-
 wide, and bombed. It never played San Francisco.

 Windows was paired with Cruising last winter as pro-
 test targets of the National Gay Task Force, and the Gay
 Media Task Force, at the time of their release. Newt
 Dieter, a member of the latter Los Angeles-based group,
 said he is discouraged at the outcome. "What we accom-
 plished was a remarkable publicity campaign for both
 films. We helped them sell tickets, so I doubt that Holly-
 wood would hesitate to do it again. Most producers will
 do anything to put asses in theater seats, and they don't
 give a damn who they trash to do it."

 "We're really on the horns of a dilemma," Dieter con-
 tinued. "We were compelled to protest both these
 films - we really had to - because of the lies they told
 about gay men and lesbians. I don't think it was a mis-
 take. But, unfortunately, we only served to create in-
 terest."

 Jan Oxenberg, a member of the National Association
 of Gay and Lesbian Filmmakers, took a more optimistic
 view. "It was extremely important to educate the public,
 and to let them and Hollywood know we're not going to
 stand by and be stereotyped and victimized one more
 time."

 As for the future of film projects with positive gay
 themes, Oxenberg remarked that on her recent trip to
 Los Angeles, "I found a tremendous sense of paranoia

 Al Pacino "cruises" for the killer in Central Park

 and anxiety on the part of gay people in the industry.
 Coming out and being associated with gay projects are
 still great concerns."

 When gay film historian Vito Russo asked the adver-
 tising and promotion director for Robert Stigwood films
 (Tommy, Saturday Night Fever) if the industry had any
 openly gay people, she replied, "But nobody is openly
 anything!"

 Harper and Row will publish Russo' s The Celluloid
 Closet, a survey of gay iconography in Hollywood films,
 in the fall. One of the factors Russo explores is the part
 that paranoia has played in thwarting pro-gay films.
 Closeted industry gays, he contends, have been largely
 responsible for obstructing such projects.

 "The gay audience," Russo once wrote, "has been
 courted by almost every medium. Plays, books, maga-
 zines, and even television shows have presented a
 steady stream of real and fictional gay situations. But at
 the movies, very little has changed." Gay suicides, gay
 patsies, gay criminals are still the order of the day.

 Witness the recent Hollywood product. Herb Ross's
 Nijinsky suggests that ballet star Vaslav Nijinksy's mad-
 ness was the product of petty homosexual backbiting,
 and Bill Persky's Serial uses repeated anti-gay slurs to
 reinforce its reactionary message. Paul Schräder, the wri-
 ter-director of American Gigolo, even admitted to Stuart
 Byron in the Voice that Gigolo's villain (a black pimp who
 frames the Richard Gere character and is then killed by
 him) is homosexual because general audiences find it
 easier to hate gay characters. "There is no question,"
 Schräder said, "but that in this movie heterosexuality is
 equated with redemption." Clearly, William Friedkin
 doesn't stand apart as Hollywood's premier
 homophobe.
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 Although the prospects for a more humanistic
 approach aren't exactly inspiring, one may be encour-
 aged by Paramounťs decision to shelve Dress Gray, Lu-
 cían Truscott IV s novel of a homosexual murder cover-

 up at West Point. The box-office failure of Cruising and
 Nijinksy gave the studio cold feet, and, according to
 Byron, "one of the directors approached to direct it wrote
 a memo to Michael Eisner, president of Paramount,
 saying that the project's moment had passed. He said a
 film showing a gay character going around trying to
 seduce straights was clearly unviable given Cruising."

 For pro-gay projects, however, the obstacles are still
 plentiful. Frank Perry ( David and Lisa , Last Summer) has
 been trying for years to get his script of Patricia Nell
 Warren's The Front Runner filmed. The problem has been
 in casting actors who aren't afraid to play love scenes
 with men, and in getting approval for a script that
 doesn't sidestep the gay element. Screenwriter Arthur
 Laurents (The Turning Point) is set to direct After Love , a
 heterosexual marriage tale where the wife "has a brother
 who is gay and has been with his lover for longer than
 she's been married." Lester Persky plans to produce a
 film version of Bent , the current Broadway play about
 Nazi persecution of gays. And Jerome Kass (TV's Queen
 of the Stardust Ballroom) has written a screenplay from
 Armistead Maupin's San Francisco-based gay farce Tales
 of the City , which producer Jay Weston is currently pitch-
 ing to the studios.

 Each of these films has the potential to reverse Holly-

 wood's rigid anti^homospxual patterns. Whether they
 can avoid the vagaries of corporate panic, gay paranoia,
 studio interference and poor distribution remains to be
 seen. Getting the initial go-ahead from the studios is the
 biggest problem. Even more problematic - and almost
 impossible to gauge - is the public's willingness to accept
 gay characters that don't parrot old stereotypes. The
 huge success of La Cage Aux Folles would surely have
 been smaller had the gay leads not been such clichés: a
 drag queen and his aging, vain spouse. Since they were,
 however, audiences went unchallenged, and their per-
 ceptions of gay people went unchanged.

 It would be foolish to isolate the Hollywood commun-
 ity as perpetrators of anti-gay myths and propaganda.
 The extent to which Hollywood has failed to reflect gay
 lives honestly must certainly parallel the public's refusal
 to accept homosexuality. The question, finally, is what
 will happen if Hollywood is convinced of the marketabil-
 ity of gay stories? As one Hollywood producer recently
 said, "Someone will make the one blockbuster that
 proves you can make a million dollars on this market and
 then everyone will get into the act."

 Maybe so, but at whose expense? □

 The National Association of Lesbian and Gay Filmmakers
 may be contacted at 301 W. 19th St., #63, NYC 10011. The Gay
 Media Task Force is at 2172 Moreno Drive, Los Angeles, CA
 900.39.
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